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Description

Advantages

SL.PLM series presents the highest level of last machining with
perfect integration of electronics, mechanics, program and 
5-axis computer numeric control system. Because of its precision and
repeatibility, not only traditional lasts but also mechanical lasts 
produced by AUTOLAST® system as the requirement of customers, 
can be processed rapidly�precisely and indentically to the designers 
original without compromise of the precision and original without compromise of the precision and 
absolute position difference between sampling and mass production.

From 5S management rpinciples, employers indroducing 
AUTOLAST® technologies will enjoy the minimization of space, labor, 
time-comsuption for higher productivity and products quality,
obtaining higher reputation and profitibility.

Introduction

The lasts are completely processed including toe and heel support as

their grooves on the cone top are clamped by the patented hydraulic 

system. The grooves, milled by the auxilary machine SL.PLG/SL.PLRG

/SL.PLA, on the cone top of the last, instead of the traditional clamps

on the toe and heel, realize the complete finishing of the lasts and 

eliminate the risk of lasts deformation caused by the pressure of the 

tailstocks.. The independent interpolated axes enable, in a single cycletailstocks.. The independent interpolated axes enable, in a single cycle

of average 4-6 minutes, to refine  1-6 pieces lasts under each rotation

position. 

The AUTOLAST
® producing system consists of roughing, grooving ,

multi-processing (drilling, flattening etc. ) finishing, dovetail removal.

SL.PLR  for roughing

SL.PLRG for roughing and grooving

SL.PLA for multi-processing (drilling, milling, flattening etc;)SL.PLA for multi-processing (drilling, milling, flattening etc;)

SL.PLM for complete finishing

SL.PLB for final operation, dovetail removal

The AUTOLAST® is a last making system developed by Schle
Group, which maximizes the advantage of 5-axis machining 
technology for shoe last industry to help last manufacturers to
improve productsʼ precision, repeatability, and to simplify the 
process of last production.

Technical Specification

Product information
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